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Gr. pSgnwn-i : Skt. pajra- and loss of laryngeals before

mediae in Indo-Iranian

1. Some IE roots of the pattern C(R)eHC- are represented

in Indo-Iranian by roots containing a short medial vowel in

all or some of the finite forms and derivatives. The most

certain examples are the following:

1). *peH'g- (Gr. p&gnumi. 'make fast', etc.)ώ
RV.: päpaje 3sg.pf. 'fall back' pajae- 'frame'

paj'ra- 'firm' pajasya- 'flank'

paksa- 'side, wing'

pakein- 'winged, bird'

päksas- 'side'

2). *gleü g- (Gr. legS 'leave, stop', lagards 'weak', etc.)

AV.: slak§na- < *slaksna- 'slippery, smooth, soft'

3). *pleHsg- (Gr. plsssö 'hit', etc.)

Br. plaksnoti. ' to strike'

RV. upalaprakstn- Operating the mill-stone'

4). *sueH2d- (Gr. hsdomai 'be glad', hedus 'sweet', etc.)

RV. : svädat-i, °te 'be sweet' svädate 'be glad, taste'

svadayat-i 'sweeten, season' svädu- 'sweet'

svädana- 'seasoning'

prasvadas 'pleasing'

svadman- m. 'sweetness'

svädman- n. 'id.'

0-grade:

sam-sude 'forpleasure (inf.)' südayati 'make acceptable'

?GAv. hudama- 'sweetness' südana- 'putting in order'

süda- 'sweetness'

havyasüd- 'rendering tasty

(the oblations)'
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S). *ghleHd-

Pän. hlanna- pp. of hlad- RV: hladikä 'refreshing'

Lex. prahlanna- 'cooling' ep. : hlädate 'be refreshed'

prahlatti- 'id.' hladayat-i 'refresh,

delight'

6). *ueH g- (Lat. vägire 'cry (of new-born children)', Lith.

vograuti 'babble')

RV: vagnu- 'cry, call, sound (o£ animals, dice)'

vagvanä- 'talkative, chattering'

vagvanu- 'sound, noise'

7). *bheH^g- (Gr. phagetn, ephage ' to eat', etc.)

• RV. bhajati 'share, distribute' RV. bhaga- 'share'

Av. baj- (pres. baxsa-} 'id.' Av. bäga- 'id.'

RV. bhaga- 'Dispenser, share' OP. bsji- 'tribute'

Av. baga- 'god'

OP. baga- 'id.'

RV. bhakti- 'distribution'

νί-bhaktar- 'dispenser'

8). *reHyd- (Lat. ναάΰ, τΰάΰ 'scratch, bite')

RV. radati 'gnaw, bite'

9). *keH d-1 (Lat. cadere 'fall', ?Gr. kekadonto 'they gave way'

Δ 479, ekeksdei. hupe(ke)khOrekei Hes.)

sad- 'to fall': AV. satsyati, RV. T&ada- 'grass'

S. eanna-; Br. äasäda; AV. ,3r.°sSda-

Pän. sadru- 'perishing, falling'

10). *keH„d-7 (Gr. kekaemai, kekasmenoe/kekadmenoe 'excel, exceed')ώ Δ
RV. sad- 'excel, triumph': Pf. ääsaduh, Med. eä&admahe ,

säsadre, Ptc. äasadäna-.

11). *bhefid- (Goth. batiza 'better', batista 'best', böta 'ad-

vantage', etc.)

RV. bhadra- 'good, gracious, kind'

Av. huba&ra- 'fortunate'
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12). *ueH2g- (Gr. agnum-ί 'crush', etc.)

RV. väjra- 'Indra's thunderbolt'

Av. vazra- 'Midra's club'

13). *ieHsg- (Gr. hazomai ' to honour', hagios, hagnos 'holy,

pure')

RV. y&jati ' to worship, offer'

Av. yaza-its, OP. yadataiy 'id.'

RV: yajna- 'sacrifice'

yastar-, yastär- 'sacrificer, worshipper'

yajuB- 'worship, sacrificial formula'

yajatä- 'adorable, holy'

Av. yazata- 'god'

0-grade:

RV: ista- ptc. of yaj-

ptv—ty- 'a priest = sacrificing in the proper time'

ΐ-st-i- 'sacrifice'

istani- 'to be worshipped'

14). *meH2d- (Gr. madaö 'to stream away'; Lat. madere 'be wet,

drunk', etc.)

RV: madati. 'be glad, drunk' Br. madyat-i 'be glad, drunk'

mam&tti 'id.' RV. madana- 'delighting'

Av. ma&ai-te ' id. '

RV: matsara- 'intoxicating'

mada- 'intoxicating drink'

Av. mada- 'id.'

2. All attempts to explain away these correspondences appear

to be unsatisfactory. For example, vagnu- has been connected

with the root vac- 'to speak', but then we would have to assume

an irregulär sandhi . Likewise the long vowel in svädu- (Gr.

hedus, Lat. suävis, etc.) has been ascribed to the influence

of the comparatives (svädiyas, svädietha-, Gr. hedton, hsdistos,

etc.; cf. MAYRHOFER 1976: 568f., 804), which seems hardly pos-
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sible in view of the great productivity of these formations.

3. An alternative method was recently attempted by BURROW

(1979), who gathered extensive evidence for Skt. ä, which

corresponds elther to "original long vowels" in other IE

languages, or to ä in other formations inside Indo-Iranian

which cannot be explained by vrddhi. He proposes then to see

this α äs a reduced grade of "original long vowels". In a

review of this book, however, I have shown (LUBOTSKY 1981)

not only that the assumption of a reduced grade in Sanskrit

is theoretically improbable, but also that the evidence pro-

vided by BURROW, when we exclude doubtful cases and cases

which can be explained otherwise, turns out to be limited,

to the above-mentioned examples (BURROW mentions in his book

1O of the above 14 items).

4. All these 14 items, äs a matter of fact, concern roots

with a final unaspirated voiced stop preceded by a laryngeal

(äs far äs it can be deterniined, it is HS, but since this

laryngeal was the most common in PIE, it does not necessari-

ly mean that the development described below, applied only

to ff„). We may conclude that the laryngeals were lost underώ
certain conditions before mediae in Indo-Iranian. These con-

ditions were probably determined by the form of the cluster ' .

When followed by two consonants, the laryngeal was lost, fol-

lowed by a single consonant it was retained.

5. The excepti'ons to this rule can be explained äs follows:

(1). The thematic presents bhajati, vädat-L, yäjati and madati

are products of the later thematisation of original athematic

presents, which is confirmed by the forms bhake-i, rats-ί, yäksi,,

yäksva, mätsi and matsva, used in the RV. äs imperatives. Also

in Avestan we find some remnants of the athematic flexion of
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these verbs. In GAv. 1 sg. conj . med. yazä-i should be read

disyllabic (3x), which presented a difficult problem, because

thematic stems show hiatus in these forms (MONNA 1978: 102£.)·

The problem disappears, when we assume an athematic stem.

(2). Of the two middles of the root *sueH d-, svädate was

doubtless the original one, while evadate was formed after

the active evadati. Since thematic middles often contrast in

the RV. with athematic actives (cf. RENOU 1952: 249), it is

likely, that svadat-i was originally athematic.

(3). The perfects päpaje, säsaduh, etc. have their short vo-

wel either from a lost athematic present, or from the perfect

forms with endings beginning with a consonant.

(4). evsdman- and svadmän- have the quantity of the vowel of

the adjective, äs often by the derivatives in -man- (WACKER-

NAGEL-DEBRUNNER 1954: 754).

(5). The present madyati may indicate that the laryngeals

were retained before mediae plus y, but the late attestation

of this present and the lack of other examples do not allow

to draw any conclusion.

(6). Other exceptions are due to the introduction of the ver-

bal stem into the derivatives.

6. The loss of laryngeals before unaspirated voiced stops

in Hr. provides further immediate comparative evidence for

the theory of GAMKRELIDZE and IVANOV (1973), that the PIE

voiced stops were actually glottalic, or, more precisely,

pre-glottalic, äs was demonstrated by KORTLANDT (1978) on

the grounds of different reflexes of the mediae in the sepa-

rate languages (the glottalic articulation of the vowel be-

fore mediae in Latvian, Winter's law in Balto-Slavic accentu-

ation, Lachmann's law in Latin, Bartholomae's law in Indo-

Iranian, glottalic consonants in Sindhi and Armenien). In
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Indo-Iranian, where the three laryngeals merged into a glot-

tal stop, the PIE clusters of laryngeals with mediae became

-?'t-, -?'k-, -?'k- and -?%--, which led to the loss of the

glottal stop, when this cluster was followed by a consonant.

Notes:

1) WACKERNAGEL 1896: 1 1 7 mentions only three examples of this
irregulär sandhi: besides vagnu- also sagma- 'strong' :
sak- 'to be able' and vägvin- 'eloquent' : väc- 'speech'.
The connection of sagma- with sak- is often disputed (cf.,
e.g., MAYRHOFER 1976: 289). I suppose then that this sandhi
was usual with some Suffixes, attached directly to root
nouns, for instance, -vtn- and -vant- (cf. Ait.Br. vägvant-,
WACKERNAGEL-DEBRUNNER 1954: 891).

2) I am indebted to Prof. dr. F. H. H. KORTLANDT for this
Suggestion.
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